An ATBMW is a new type of smart structure capable of smooth and continuous profile change, and has the potential to provide better stealth and aerodynamic performance over airfoils with discrete control surfaces. However, the sophisticated ATBMW framework and large amount of highly interacted actuators make it difficult to obtain the overall rigid-body dynamics of the wing for controller design and inconvenient to tune controllers on board. The focus of this study is, thus, to solve the aforementioned problems by developing an actuator-level control scheme that does not rely on the wing rigid-body dynamics and on-board tuning. The linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) controller is adopted for actuator trajectory tracking, and a novel unknown-input estimator (UIE) is devised to handle unmodeled dynamics. By integrating the UIE with the LQG algorithm, a new tracking controller with enhanced tolerance to uncertainties is constructed. It is shown in simulations and experiments on an ATBMW prototype that the proposed UIE-integrated LQG controller can be designed simply using the known actuator dynamics without on-board tuning, and superior trajectory tracking of actuators was observed despite the presence of unmodeled dynamics and exogenous disturbances.
can change the shape of an ATBMW, while the overall structure integrity and strength are maintained [2] [3] [4] .
However, difficulties in modeling and on-board tuning have made conventional methods of actuator control inapplicable to ATBMWs (see Section II). Satisfactory solutions to these problems, although of vital importance to successful realization of the promising ATBMW concept on aircraft, have nevertheless received little research attention. An approach bypassing the necessity of obtaining the wing rigid-body dynamics and on-board tuning is, thus, proposed in this paper.
The key point of our proposed solution lies in the development of a new unknown-input estimation scheme to handle unmodeled dynamics. Exogenous disturbances can also be effectively treated under the same scheme. In reality, a control system is always subjected to unknown inputs in the form of internal uncertainties (i.e., unmodeled dynamics) and exogenous loads that are not measurable or are inconvenient to measure. If these unknown inputs are not properly treated, poor performance of the control system may result. To attenuate the negative impact from unknown inputs, various methods can be used. A common practice is to maximize the inherited robustness of a controller by careful parameter design and tuning [5] , [6] . Further robustness improvement can be achieved via advanced techniques such as nonlinear control [7] [8] [9] , H ∞ or optimized loop-shaping robust control [10] [11] [12] , and adaptive intelligent control [13] , [14] . A more attractive approach distinguished from the aforementioned comes with the concept of unknowninput estimation, which brings disturbance rejection to a higher level, as demonstrated by various industrial applications [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . This technique provides the controller with better tolerance to uncertainties by constructing counteractive control efforts to cancel the effects from unknown inputs according to real-time estimation.
The use of an extended state observer [21] , [23] or the internal model principle [12] , [24] can effectively estimate a class of partially unknown inputs modeled in the form of constant-coefficient differential equations. A prerequisite is that the characteristics of the exogenous inputs such as the frequency of each sinusoidal component must be known. When only the order of the exogenous inputs is known and these disturbances perturb the system through channels other than those of the control inputs, a generalized extended state observer can be used [25] [26] [27] . For systems with nonlinear modeling, nonlinear disturbance observers (DOBs) are also available [28] , [29] . However, higher order observers are required when dealing with complex disturbing exogenous inputs, and this increases the observer dimension as a result. Estimating completely unknown inputs is possible by combining an observer with an additional estimation function. Some early work require to decouple unknown-input estimation from state estimation [30] , while most later studies do not, in which an ordinary state observer [31] can still work properly under the situation that the unknown inputs are canceled by corresponding control inputs. Using a reference model [32] directly together with an estimation function is able to do a similar job. Among these studies, other limitations arise. Some methods require the derivatives of measured outputs [19] , [32] , which make the estimation sensitive to noises or modeling errors. Some rank conditions apply to unknown inputs in the work of [33] , [34] , and [35] . The complexity of parameter selection rises due to the less restrictive conditions on unknown inputs [20] , [22] , [35] [36] [37] . In [38] and [39] , the state observer gain is constrained by the estimation scheme of unknown inputs, and limited design freedom is given to unknown-input estimation as well. As a counterpart of design in the state space, the DOB synthesized in the frequency domain relies on a customized low-pass filter and the inversion of plant dynamics [40] [41] [42] [43] . The custom low-pass filter design, which influences the stability of the plant, can be intricate when an optimal set of filter coefficients are desired through an optimization procedure. The plant inversion also causes some difficulties in employing DOBs in multiinput multioutput (MIMO) systems since an inverse cannot always be found. The generalization of the DOB to MIMO cases bypasses the plant inversion and adopts parameterized controller design through an optimization process [44] , [45] . Nevertheless, the global optimum is hard to be guaranteed in these methods.
The aforementioned studies in terms of unknown-input estimation suits some particular industrial application(s), but are not the ideal candidate for the ATBMW application due to the mentioned limitations. The work in this paper, therefore, aims to solve the actuator control problems that are hindering the realization of ATBMWs, by developing a robust actuator-level control scheme with a new unknown-input estimation method. Major contributions are as follows:
First, a new approach for unknown-input estimation exempted from the aforementioned limitations is devised.
Second, the new unknown-input estimation scheme is integrated into a linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) servo controller so that the wing rigid-body dynamics is not required for the controller design and on-board tuning is not needed. To the best of our knowledge, the resulting new control scheme is the first successful approach practically solving the actuator control problem associated with ATBMW applications, pioneering the realization of the promising ATBMW concept.
To avoid confusion and for unity, the scheme for unknowninput estimation in this paper is termed as "unknown-input estimator" (UIE).
II. ACTIVE-TRUSS-BASED MORPHING WING

A. Challenges in Control and Proposed Solution
Advanced ATBMWs generally need more actuators for more flexible shape morphing and better aerodynamic performance, and adjacent actuators in most cases are mechanically coupled and mutually constrained as in [2] and [3] . The sophisticated ATBMW frameworks and the large amount of highly interacted actuators cause considerable difficulties in analytically, numerically, and experimentally acquiring the dynamic model of the entire wing structure and in performing on-board tuning of con- trollers. These make the implementation of centralized MIMO control difficult.
To deliver a practical solution to the realization of the concept of ATBMW, this paper, therefore, proposes an approach bypassing the necessity of obtaining the wing rigid-body dynamics and on-board tuning. To do so, each actuator is assigned an individual controller, the design of which is desired to be purely based on the dynamics of the actuator (readily available), without impairing prescribed performance. However, as adjacent actuators in most cases are mechanically coupled and mutually constrained, the wing rigid-body dynamics distributed at each actuator are coupled. In addition, other various induced forces such as the inertia loads of the framework, the frictions in joints and between sliding wing skin layers, and the resistance from elastic skin deformation also have an impact on actuator performance. To solve these problems, the coupled and other forms of unmodeled dynamics are treated together as an equivalent unknown input, estimated, and canceled by introducing an UIE, as detailed in Section III. In this case, actuator controllers can be tested and tuned before the actuators are assembled onto the wing, and on-board tuning is thus no longer needed. Depending on the input-output configuration of the actuator, it is possible to further reduce the control problem to a set of singleinput single-output (SISO) cases, which significantly simplifies the overall implementation.
B. ATBMW Prototype
To experimentally validate the proposed method for delivering a practical solution to the realization of the ATBMW concept, an ATBMW prototype was developed. The prototype has a specially simplified truss configuration at the cost of sacrificing aerodynamic performance to allow identification of wing rigid-body dynamics distributed at each actuator. In practice, functional ATBMWs can have many variations, requiring increased complexity in terms of truss configuration.
The section view of the prototype is shown in Fig. 1 , where nodes are denoted by numbers while struts are labeled with letters. Any strut can be active, but in this prototype only struts B, L, M, N, and O are each embedded with an electric ball-screw miniature linear actuator due to size limit (actuators mentioned hereinafter are named the same as active struts). Nodes 1, 2, 5, and 6 are fixed so that the framework can be fixed to the spar. The wing skin is constructed by layers of sliding aluminum sheets of 0.1 mm thick. The whole wing section has a chord length of 591 mm at zero camber, a maximum thickness of 71 mm at 30% of chord from the leading edge, and a span of 150 mm.
Dynamic models for controller design were acquired via system identification, with voltages (V) as inputs and displacements (mm) as outputs. The iterative prediction-error minimization method [46] is used to estimate the black-box state-space model 
where x(t) ∈ R n x , y(t) ∈ R n y , and u(t) ∈ R n u are vectors of n x system states, n y measured outputs, and n u control inputs, respectively; A ∈ R n x ×n x , B ∈ R n x ×n u , C ∈ R n y ×n x , and D ∈ R n y ×n u are system matrices of appropriate dimensions.
For comparison, two categories of models were obtained (see Table I ). Models in Category I are the dynamics of individual actuators, identified separately for each single actuator when the actuator was detached from the wing. As a special treatment in our proposed method as discussed at the beginning of this section in order to deliver a practical solution to the realization of the ATBMW concept, these models are used as the nominal system dynamics for controller design. Models in Category II describe the wing rigid-body dynamics distributed at each actuator. These models were identified when actuators were mounted on the wing, and hence contain the information of various induced forces (e.g., the inertia loads of the framework, the frictions in joints and between sliding wing skin layers, the resistance from elastic skin deformation, etc.). As demonstrated later in simulations in Section IV, these models are used to represent the actual system dynamics. It is worth noting that the wing prototype was specially designed to have the simplest functional truss structure so that Category II models could be identified for comparison. For more complicated configurations as in [3] , the rigid-body dynamics of the entire wing structure are much more difficult to obtain.
The identified models are linear and time invariant, which are desired for ease in controller design using well-established methods. Modeling errors inevitably exist due to the nonlinearities and uncertainty that are present in an actual system. This means, when only the actuator dynamics are used for controller design, the controller on an ATBMW is expected to cope with not only unmodeled wing rigid-body dynamics and exogenous disturbances but also the modeling errors in terms of the actuator dynamics per se.
III. ACTUATOR CONTROLLER
A. Problem Statements and Assumptions
Actuator-level control is discussed herein. It is a tracking problem in which the extension (the axial displacement of the moving rod) of each actuator should follow the reference length specified in real time. Each actuator has an individual controller, with the extension of actuators measured and fed back, and hence the actuator control problem is reduced to an SISO case.
The general plant model to be considered is given by
where u(t), y(t), x(t), A, B, and C are defined the same as in (1); d(t, x, ψ) ∈ R n d is a vector of n d unknown inputs that the system is subjected to, including uncertain, nonlinear, timevarying, and state-dependent terms, with ψ denoting the arguments of nonlinear functions; B d ∈ R n x ×n d is the distribution matrix of the unknown inputs.
The following assumptions are made.
Assumption 3: (A, B, C) has no zeros on the imaginary axis.
Assumptions 1 and 2 are basic requirements (from the statespace design perspective) for a plant to be properly controlled, and hold true for a majority of control systems (some systems may be partially controllable and observable). Assumption 3 is a condition for minimizing steady-state tracking errors and is naturally satisfied in systems involved in industrial applications requiring high-precision tracking [47] .
Note that B d can be either known or unknown, with no rank condition required, and there is no restriction on the number of unknown inputs d(t, x, ψ). According to [38] , an equivalent quantity exists at the control input channel which can replace the unknown inputs d(t, x, ψ) in (2) under Assumptions 1 and 2. For simplicity and notation convenience, d(t, x, ψ) is written as d(t) thereinafter, with t distinguishing the time-domain expression from frequency domain. Denote the equivalent unknown input by d e (t), and then (2) can be expressed as
As a result, we are able to use (3) as an equivalent of (2), and the control problem at this point is to estimate and feed back d e (t) to cancel d(t) so that satisfactory tracking performance can be maintained in the presence of modeling uncertainty and exogenous disturbances.
B. Controller Structure
The control scheme proposed in this paper is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The LQG algorithm with integral action serves as the nominal tracking controller. Estimation and compensation of unknown inputs are integrated into the feedback loop in the form of a UIE component (the blue rectangle in Fig. 2 ). In order to cancel the effects from unknown inputs d(t), or equivalently d e (t), the control input u(t) is defined as
where u c (t) is the normal control effort from the LQG component to realize prescribed actuator motion when there are no disturbing inputs d(t), andd e (t) is an estimate of the equivalent unknown input. Now we constructd e (t) in the following form:
whered ev (t) is an adaptive auxiliary variable for estimating the equivalent unknown input, K d is an estimation gain, andŷ(t) is an estimate of the plant output. The auxiliary variabled ev (t) is obtained and updated in real time via a subsystem (A f , B f , C f ) of n f states withd e (t) as the input:
where
, and C f ∈ R 1×n f are system matrices.
Note that (6) only gives a general input-output form of the subsystem. In addition, x f (t) do not have any direct physical implication in this general form, and n f depends on the detailed structure of the subsystem. The design of (A f , B f , C f ) is flexible, and proper selection of the structure and parameters for the subsystem is addressed in detail in Sections III-C and III-D for ease of discussion.
To obtain the estimated plant outputŷ(t), a state observer that takes d e (t) into account is needed and constructed as
where L ∈ R n x ×1 is the estimation gain matrix of the state observer, andx(t) is the estimate of the plant states.
Substituting u(t) in (7) yields
Note that (8) is a standard form of the state observer in an LQG controller. Hence, the UIE can share the same state observer with the LQG controller.
The inclusion of a UIE in an LQG controller results in the control effort given by (4) . To obtain u c (t), standard LQG design procedures [48] can be followed, assuming proper cancellation of unknown inputs byd e (t).
Denote the target extension of an actuator by r(t) and leṫ
Then, the control effort from the LQG controller is
where K x , K w , and K r are gains for the proportional state feedback, the integral action, and the feed-forward proportional term, respectively. (2) with any initial condition x(t 0 ) under Assumptions 1 to 3 is stabilized with full-state feedback (without a state observer and UIE) when d(·) = 0, then the system remains stable with the new control law as in (4) when subjected to any unknown inputs d(·) ∈ R n d of frequencies over the range of Ω ∈ [0, ω c ] including unmodeled dynamics M (s), given that the following conditions are satisfied:
C. Closed-Loop Analysis
, ∀ω ∈ [0, +∞) . Remark 2: The dynamics of state estimation is given by:
. As shown in (12) , the accuracy of state estimation is affected by the magnitude of ξ(·), and, hence, depends on the performance of the proposed UIE. Since fast and accurate estimation of d e (·) is provided by the UIE according to Theorem 1, quick convergence of ξ(t) → 0 is guaranteed. As a result, state estimation errors are subjected only to negligible residual equivalent unknown input. In other words, the advantage of integrating a UIE into an existing LQG controller is that, it enables better state estimation performance in the presence of unknown inputs which are nonGaussian, and meanwhile retains the merits of an optimal state observer in terms of sensor noise filtering. Remark 3: Unlike the scheme in [38] and [39] , the state observer design in our approach is not constrained by the UIE. This is because an additional parameter K d is introduced, which gives a second degree of freedom in the UIE design.
Remark 4:
As a new approach for estimating and compensating unknown inputs, the proposed UIE component integrated with the LQG controller works in a way that does not require detailed knowledge of unknown inputs, derivatives of measured outputs, inversion of plant dynamics, and parameter optimization for stabilizing purpose.
D. Controller Parameters Selection
As shown in Theorem 1, the design of the full-state feedback control law is independent of the UIE and can be conducted separately prior to the UIE design. Given that the design procedures for the optimal full-state feedback control are well established in the literature, corresponding details are not repeated herein. In this section, guidelines for selecting parameters associated with the UIE are given. These parameters include the state observer gain L, the UIE gain K d , and the subsystem (A f , B f , C 
On the design of the subsystem (A f , B f , C f ), condition 1 of Theorem 1 is to be satisfied, and a low-pass filter with a unity passband gain is an ideal candidate (see Appendix A). Selection of ω c is straightforward according to Theorem 1. With regard to the structure of (A f , B f , C f ), a first-order low-pass filter can be used for its simplicity, least phase lag, and the significantly reduced system sensitivity it contributes to. Higher order lowpass filter can also be considered. Exact knowledge regarding unknown inputs is normally unknown, it is, thus, a significant merit of the proposed UIE that selecting only one parameter ω c can effectively treat a wide range of unknown inputs in a unified way, instead of determining the natural frequency of every possible unknown input individually.
The state observer shared by the LQG controller and the UIE component has limited effect in reducing the system sensitivity to unknown inputs (see Appendix A). Therefore, L can be selected normally for the LQG controller, and is not constrained by the UIE.
For selecting K d , a systematic method based on linearquadratic optimization is formulated as follows on an MIMO basis without losing generality.
The dynamics of state estimation is given by
where e y (t) = y(t) −ŷ(t) and
Since ξ (t) → 0 with time, we havė
Under Assumption 2, the pair (A − LC, C) is observable. Given the duality, one can select
T that minimizes the performance index
with symmetric positive-definite weighting matrices Q d and R d of respective sizes n x × n x and n y × n y . As a result,
where B † is the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse of B. 
IV. SIMULATIONS
As mentioned in Section II, ATBMWs in practice can have many variations and actuators are not limited to the electric ones used. To demonstrate the feasibility and practicability of the proposed solution to actuator controller implementation for ATBMW applications, a typical pneumatic cylinder not installed on the presented prototype is also considered for controller evaluation in addition to the five electric miniature linear actuators used. Fig. 3 illustrates a shape morphing process for high lift, with the real-time trajectory for each actuator to follow shown in Fig. 4 .
The modeling of a typical pneumatic cylinder follows a commonly adopted form as in [49] , in state space with four states, two control inputs, and one measured output (cylinder rod displacement). This nonlinear model with the same parameters as in [49] is used directly as plant dynamics in simulation, while controller design is performed on a linearized form. Despite the existence of two control inputs (denoted by u p1 and u p2 ) in the model, the control problem is actually an SISO case due to the use of a proportional value that introduces the constraints of u p1 = u p0 and u p2 = −u p0 , where u p0 denotes the unsigned value of the control effort. Model linearization is performed for the initial conditions of half stroke, zero rod velocity, and 3.3 × 10 5 Pa air pressure in both chambers. The UIE-integrated LQG controller parameters are then obtained by following the systematic procedures provided in Section III-D. Specifically for the subsystem (A f , B f , C f ) or G f (s), a first-order low-pass filter is used. The cutoff frequency ω c is set to 1000 rad/s, which gives an enough bandwidth to ) controller is used given the fact that a majority of commercial aircraft wing control surfaces rely on PID controllers. The PID algorithm has a parallel structure with a first-order lowpass filter for the derivative term. The setpoint weightings for proportional and derivative terms are both set to 1 for better trajectory tracking [5] . The other parameters are optimally designed and tuned using MATLAB R PID tuner, achieving a 60
• phase margin to allow modeling errors or variations in system dynamics. Specifically, the proportional, integral, and derivative gains as well as the filter coefficient are K P = 6.48 × 10 The pneumatic actuator (150 mm stroke) is assumed being embedded in strut B for a full-scale morphing wing. The corresponding trajectory to follow thus has the same pattern as in Fig. 4 , but with its range multiplied by a factor of 7.5. Note that the pneumatic cylinder in the wing assembly is subjected to unknown dynamics resulted from unmodeled inertial, frictional, gravitational, and aerodynamic forces as well as the coupling with other active struts, which together are equivalent to a lump exogenous force (in Newton) acting directly on the cylinder rod and simulated by: F d = 4.29t + 10 √ t sin(0.1 cos(0.63t)t) + 10 cos(0.63t) sin((0.1t + 1)t).
As can be seen from the result in Fig. 5 , the proposed controller has superior tracking performance over the well-tuned PID algorithm. The pneumatic cylinder rod displacement under the UIE-integrated LQG controller closely follows the target trajectory despite the presence of unmodeled dynamics, while the PID-driven movement significantly deviates from the target trajectory with some oscillation.
In the following, the proposed controller is employed on all the five miniature electric linear actuators of the ATBMW prototype. Actuator dynamics (Category I models) are used for the UIE-integrated LQG controller design directly, parameters of which for each actuator are listed in Table II . Dynamics unknown to the controllers are introduced into the system by using Category II models for plant dynamics in simulation. No exogenous disturbances are added.
Compensation of unmodeled dynamics is first demonstrated using Actuator B by comparing the UIE-integrated LQG con- troller with a standard LQG scheme of the same parameters. To investigate the impact of unmodeled dynamics, the difference between the tracking trajectories in situations with and without unmodeled dynamics [i.e., relative tracking deviation (RTD)] is examined. The RTD under both controllers are plotted in Fig. 6 . It can be seen that unmodeled dynamics cause apparent trajectory deviations after 18.5 s when using the standard LQG controller. With regard to the UIE-integrated LQG controller, the counteractive compensation effort is generated accordingly in the presence of unmodeled dyanmics (see Fig. 7 ), leaving the LQG component u c (t) barely affected (see Fig. 8 ). By feeding back proper compensation effortsd e (t) estimated by the UIE, the RTD is effectively reduced as shown in Fig. 6 . Under the circumstance with no exogenous disturbances and no unmodeled Fig. 7 , which means the corresponding u c (t) in Fig. 8 is identical to the control effort of a standard LQG controller (without UIE) under the same situation. When unmodeled dynamics are present, there is little change to u c (t) whiled e (t) shows considerable variation, which reveals that the unmodeled dynamics are effectively handled bŷ d e (t). The large magnitude ofd e (t) after 18.5 s indicates the prescribed nominal LQG control u c (t) alone is not enough to effectively compensate the unmodeled dynamics, and thus explains the large RTD of the standard LQG controller without UIE (see Fig. 6 ).
Further comparison with PID is made for all five actuators. The PID design is also based on the actuator dynamics and has a target phase margin over 60
• , with the other parameters (as in Table III ) optimally designed and tuned using MATLAB R PID tuner. Tests are divided into two groups: 1) Group 1: Category I models are used as plant dynamics. This simulates the situation that actuators are not assembled onto the wing rib framework. 2) Group 2: Category II models are used as plant dynamics.
It simulates the circumstance that actuators are mounted on the wing rib framework with skin on. The sampling rate in simulation is set to 0.001 s. Results are analyzed in terms of the deviation described by
where r (i) ith point of the reference trajectory; Given the amount of actuators used and space limit in this paper, tracking results of the actuators are not plotted herein but summarized in Table IV instead.
As can be seen from the results, unmodeled wing rigid-body dynamics have a substantial impact on actuator responses, resulting in relative tracking errors of considerable extent under the PID controller. However, the UIE-integrated LQG controller has better performance with little difference between Group 2 and Group 1 tracking trajectories in spite of the mismatch between the models used by the controller and those used as plant dynamics.
In summary, the results of controller evaluation for both the pneumatic cylinder and electric linear actuator suggest that the unmodeled wing rigid-body dynamics can be effectively estimated and properly treated with the UIE-integrated LQG controller designed merely using actuator dynamics. The resulting controller performs consistently as designed despite the presence of unmodeled dynamics. Therefore, with the UIE-integrated LQG controller, the difficulties of acquiring sophisticated models of wing rigid-body dynamics for actuator controller design can be avoided. On the contrary, the PID controller designed and tuned purely based on known actuator dynamics is inapplicable for ATBMW applications, since its performance significantly deteriorates after the actuator is assembled onto the wing and subjected to unmodeled dynamics.
V. WIND-TUNNEL EXPERIMENTS
In addition to the induced dynamics from the wing structure, aerodynamic loads during flight is another major factor influencing actuator responses. To investigate the performance of the UIE-integrated LQG controller in flight environment, wind-tunnel tests were conducted.
The overall experiment setup with a wind tunnel is shown in Fig. 9 . Though equipped with instruments to measure lift and drag forces generated by the ATBMW prototype, the setup is not used to provide force feedbacks to the controller, and hence the aerodynamic loads remain unknown to the controller (which holds true in real-world scenarios). Instead, the measured force data is used to visualize the time-varying dynamic pressure which the ATBMW prototype is subjected to, and to help identify how actuator responses are affected by the aerodynamic forces.
Two scenarios were assumed for experiments: 1) Case 1: The same high-lift scenario as in Fig. 3 .
2) Case 2:
To further investigate the disturbance-rejection capacity of the proposed control scheme, actuators N and O were commanded to flap the trailing edge to generate R serial force-torque sensor receiver). 
fluctuating lift forces, while actuator B extended to 6 mm and then retracted back to its original length following the trajectory of 6 sin(πt/15 − π/2 ) within 30 s. This scenario simulates the situation that an aircraft is performing tactical maneuvers that require good timing and fast response. For each scenario, tests were divided into two groups: 1) Group 1: no wind. 2) Group 2: room temperature, 8
• angle of attack, and 20 m/s wind speed. Each group consisted of three sets of tests: 1) Test A: Using the UIE-integrated LQG controller designed according to actuator dynamics. Parameters in Table II were used directly in tests without further tuning. 2) Test B: Using the UIE-integrated LQG controller designed according to the distributed wing rigid-body dynamics (see parameters in Table V) . 3) Test C: Using the PID controller designed according to the distributed wing rigid-body dynamics, with parameters optimized and well tuned (see Table VI ). Remark 5: The PID controller based on actuator dynamics (see Table III ) was not used in wind tunnel experiments, as it has been shown not able to cope well with unmodeled wing rigidbody dynamics (see Table IV ). On advanced ATBMWs where wing rigid-body dynamics are not available and on-board tuning is difficult, PID control is inapplicable. Every single test was repeated for four times to ensure data consistency, and results are averaged accordingly for subsequent treatments that use (17) and (18) . All actuators were ensured to work within their nominal capacity in all tests. Table VII summarizes the results from Case 1 tests. The UIEintegrated LQG controllers (Tests A and B) both outperform the PID controller (Test C), with the NRTE several times smaller than that of the PID. Though PID controllers were optimally designed using Category II models and further fine tuned on board, there are nevertheless considerable performance downgrades caused by aerodynamic loads. In addition, the tracking performance of the UIE-integrated LQG controller designed using actuator dynamics is closely comparable to that of its congener based on distributed wing rigid-body dynamics. It is acceptable that actuator O has tracking errors around 11% under the UIE-integrated LQG controllers, given the limited positioning precision of the actuator (see Appendix B for analysis on the influence of actuator precision on experiment results). Two significant implications can be drawn from the results in Table VII . First, unmeasured aerodynamic loads can be effectively compensated under the UIE-integrated LQG controllers. Second, the UIE-integrated LQG controller allows using only the actuator dynamics for controller design in ATBMW applications, with the impact from the unmodeled wing rigid-body dynamics effectively minimized.
In Case 2 tests, the commanded shape morphing of the ATBMW prototype had the lift coefficient in the pattern shown in Fig. 10 . The action of actuator B contributed to the major change in the lift while fluctuating waves were caused by the flapping of the trailing edge.
The tracking results under different controllers in Case 2 tests are plotted in Figs. 11-13. We can see from Fig. 13 that the tracking performance of the PID controller is affected by the fluctuating disturbances when the overall lift coefficient is rising (t < 35 s). The three times of significant trajectory deviations accompany the three consecutive peaks of the lift coefficient. However, such phenomena can be barely seen from the results of the UIE-integrated LQG controller designed using the actuator dynamics (see Fig. 11 ), which is again closely comparable to its congener design based on the distributed wing rigid-body dynamics (see Fig. 12 ). Most importantly, it is worth reemphasizing that PID control is inapplicable for advanced ATBMWs as commented in Remark 5. Readers are able to see the results of the PID controller based on wing rigid-body dynamics in this paper is because the presented ATBMW prototype is specially simplified at the cost of sacrificing aerodynamic performance to allow system identification, which is not desired on advanced ATBMWs.
VI. CONCLUSION
The proposed UIE-integrated LQG controller has enhanced tolerance to uncertainties involved in trajectory tracking control of actuators on ATBMWs. Simulations and wind-tunnel experiments on an ATBMW prototype show that with the new control scheme, there is no need to acquire and use wing rigid-body dynamics for controller design, and on-board tuning is no longer required. The UIE-integrated LQG controller can be designed simply using the readily available actuator dynamics, with superior trajectory-tracking capability maintained. This delivers a practical solution to the ATBMW implementation problems associated with the difficulties of modeling the wing rigid-body dynamics and tuning controllers on board. Another significance lies in that the new control scheme proposed in this paper also offers a unified solution to other industrial applications facing considerable impacts from unmodeled dynamics and exogenous disturbances.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof: As discussed in Section III, an equivalent unknown input exists for a system as in (2) , and therefore (3) is used in the proof.
Rewrite (3) in the frequency domain as
where P n (s) is the nominal model of the plant. Define G w (s) as the transfer function of the integral action and rewrite (10) as (8), and define G y x (s) as the transfer function matrix from y(s) tox(s). When r(s) = 0, then
From (5) and (6), we havê 
Since we are able to use (3) as an equivalent of (2), the mechanism of estimating and suppressing unknown inputs can be revealed by the relation between the equivalent unknown input d e (t) and the system output y(t). Equation (A.6) indicates that, under a given P n (s) and a properly designed LQG controller, minimizing the term of P n (s) [ This can be achieved by proper design of the subsystem (A f , B f , C f ). For a majority of servo systems in which most disturbances are from low-frequency sources, a viable solution requires G f (jω) to be approximately equal to but less than 1 for ω ∈ [0, ω c ]. As a result, y(s) ≈ 0 in (A.6) for any finite d e (s) with frequency lower than ω c . This means, though
∞ cannot be minimized ideally for ω ∈ [0, ∞), the introduction of a low-pass filter suffices when the frequency of unknown inputs to be suppressed are below ω c . It is worth emphasizing that the design of (A f , B f , C f ) is not limited to the low-pass filter as discussed herein, but flexible for various situations, and the most suitable configuration depends on the application under consideration.
According to (3)-(6), If the system as in (2) with any initial condition x(t 0 ) is stabilized with full-state feedback (no state observer and no UIE) when d(t) = 0, it is a case of linear-quadratic optimal control with integral action, the characteristic equation of which is det D 1 = 0.
(A.13)
Note that the roots of (A.13), which lie in the left half-plane, are also part of the roots of (A.12). If a proper L ∈ R n x ×1 and K d ∈ R + are selected such that (A − LC − BK d C) is stable, and if (A f , B f , C f ) satisfies condition 1 of Theorem 1, then all the roots of (A.12) are in the left half-plane. Under Assumption 2 in Section III, such an L and K d exist.
Based on the absolute stability discussed, the relative stability needs to be considered in the presence of unmodeled dynamics M (s). As illustrated in Fig. 14 , the relation between the nominal plant model P n (s) and the actual process P (s) is
(A.14)
An equivalent block diagram depiction for the system in 
APPENDIX B ANALYSIS OF THE INFLUENCE OF ACTUATOR PRECISION ON EXPERIMENT RESULTS
The actuators used on the prototype have a linear positioning precision of 0.1 mm as claimed by the manufacturer. In order to evaluate the influence of the actuator precision on experiment results, any two of the four runs (i.e., 4!/(4 − 2)! = 12 pairs in total in every single test) are compared by following the same treatment using (17) and (18), with results averaged and listed in Table VIII . As can be seen in Table VIII , the NRTE of each actuator caused by the limited positioning precision are generally consistent regardless of the different controllers used. Associated with the actuator precision, reference trajectories also have an impact on the NRTE. For a given positioning precision, a smaller trajectory range results in relatively coarser trajectory discretization, thus causing larger NRTE.
